8 To study the effects of feeding on taste receptor cell transcriptional regulation, we 9 performed RNA-seq analysis of circumvallate taste buds isolated from mice before or after food cytokine signaling occurs in TRCs shortly after meal consumption, though additional analysis is 1 8 required to confirm this hypothesis.
conducted using FastQC (Andrews) after which additional trimming of adapter sequences was 1 1 7 done using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014) . Trimmed reads were then mapped to the 1 1 8
GRCm38 p.4 mouse reference genome, downloaded from Ensembl (Zerbino et al. 2018) , using 1 1 9
Tophat2 running the Bowtie2 short read alignment algorithm (Trapnell et al. 2010) . Samtools differential expression analysis, using Cuffmerge, containing the reference GTF genome as well as the Cufflinks output for each sample (Trapnell et al. 2010) . Cuffdiff was used to determine cummeRbund R package was used to generate graphical representations of the RNA-seq data set 1 2 7 (Trapnell et al. 2012; Trapnell et al. 2010) . 
DAVID Enrichment Analysis
We used DAVID Bioinformatics (DAVID) (Huang et al. 2009 ) to perform functional
annotation enrichment analysis of the differentially expressed genes identified via Cuffdiff. annotation information from the following databases for enrichment analysis:
COG_ONTOLOGY, UP_KEYWORDS, UP_SEQ_FEATURE, GOTERM_BP_DIRECT, annotation clusters among the differentially expressed genes. To profile the transcript expression of receptor related genes in wild-type circumvallate The Gene Ontology Consortium 2017). All transcripts expressed at a frequency greater or equal total of 6022 genes which were then profiled by molecular function GO (3789 total) and protein class GO (3540 total) terms. Using cummeRbund and the ggplot2 package in R, we generated To assess the intergroup variation of gene expression, we used cummeRbund to 1 5 5 determine the squared coefficient of variance (CV 2 ) as well as the gene dispersion of each group.
The CV 2 for each group was relatively high, indicating a large degree of variance between Both models of variance showed a higher degree of variability at lower transcript expression 1 6 0 levels as expected (Yoon and Nam 2017). To confirm enrichment of TRC RNA in our dataset,
we queried the expression levels of multiple TRC markers, corresponding to all TRC subtypes,
and confirmed that markers for Type I, II, and III TRCs are indeed expressed ( Figure 2 ). There
were no significant differences in the expression levels of the queried TRC markers between 1 6 4 groups. Due to the high variance between biological replicates, we anticipated a relatively low 1 6 8 number of differentially expressed genes between ad lib, hungry, and satiated mice. However, 1 6 9 using a false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%, we identified a total of 144 differentially expressed between ad lib, hungry, and satiated mice respectively (Figure 3 ). The significance expression between each group. To look for patterns of gene expression across groups, genes were clustered fold change in FPKM of differentially expressed genes for hungry and satiated mice, relative to Functional Clustering of Differentially Expressed Genes using DAVID
To cluster differentially expressed genes based on their biological function, we used Heatmaps depicting genes and associated annotation terms for each functional annotation cluster
are shown in Figure 6 . Functional annotation clusters 1-5 largely contain cytokeratin, chemokine,
serpin protease inhibitor, immune related, and chaperone related genes, respectively ( Figure 6 ).
9 2
Expression levels of clustered genes were plotted across experimental groups to observe the display the same expression pattern between ad lib, satiated, and hungry mice (Figure 7 ). Specifically, most enriched genes are upregulated in satiated mice relative to hungry or ad lib 
Profiling of Taste Bud Transcriptome Using Keyword Gene Ontology Terms
Because of the limited transcriptome data available for murine taste buds, we thought it 2 0 0 useful to determine an expression profile of transcripts associated with key GO annotations; presence of genes with "receptor" associated GO terms. Pie charts, generated using Panther and and PC00194 (Figure 9 ). These data serve to validate previously reported findings, as well as Discussion:
In this study, we used RNA-seq analysis to generate circumvallate taste bud with specific cellular pathways, which are differentially regulated between these groups.
4
Additionally, we profiled the ad lib transcriptome based on receptor related GO terms in order to identify receptors novel to the gustatory system. Gene enrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes indicated that pathways Furthermore, excessive inflammation in the taste bud is associated with taste dysfunction and increased TRC apoptosis, highlighting the importance of these pathways in taste bud genes between hungry and satiated mice suggests that up or downregulation of these pathways, 2 3 9
which are important for cell differentiation, proliferation, and survival (Feng et al. 2014b) expressed transcripts as the dataset is enriched for TRC RNA. annotations and/or receptor protein class annotations were present in the taste bud transcriptome. In addition to the traditional taste receptor genes, less studied receptors such as proposed fatty Ffar4 and highlights receptors like the orphan GPR85 which may play a novel role in the taste 2 5 9
bud.
6 0
In summary we present here, circumvallate taste bud transcriptomes for fed, fasted, and suggest that specific cellular pathways may be regulated in TRCs with respect to food intake.
